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ABSTRACT
In a classical deployment, a service can be implemented as several instances of the
same application (e.g., the same code) all running in parallel. Some specific applications,
such as for connected vehicles, can involve several instances of the same application
running on well-defined compute nodes that are physically located at different locations.
In some instances, it may be desirable (e.g., for performance reasons) for a connected
vehicle to connect to a nearby application instance (i.e., having a smallest round trip time
(RTT)). This typically involves a user disconnecting from a current instance, finding or
being redirected to another instance, establishing a connection with the new instance, etc.
In classical approaches, such operations involve a control plane providing instructions to a
user (e.g., by sending the user an identifier of a new instance) thereby triggering the process.
However, techniques herein provide for the ability to simplify this problem by giving full
control to a platform, in an almost fully transparent manner to the device, which provides
for the ability to dynamically route a moving device to an appropriate server in a fully
distributed manner.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
In many classical deployments, a distributed service can be implemented as several
instances of the same application all running in parallel. Many times, a situation involving
several instances of an application running in parallel can result from a scaling operation
in which application instances belonging to a same service are selected through a load
balancer (e.g., an ingress controller). In a distributed service deployment, each application
instance will obtain a different Internet Protocol (IP) address regardless of whether the
application instance is a virtual machine (VM) or a Point of Delivery (POD)
implementation running on a distributed Kubernetes cluster.
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As noted, for instances in which a device such as a connected vehicle is moving
and is to connect to a nearby application instance, classical triggering operations typically
involve a control plane providing instructions to a user that triggers disconnecting from a
current application instance, finding or being redirected to a new (closer) application
instance, and establishing a connection with the new instance, which can be a burdensome
process.
In contrast, this proposal provides various solutions in which full control can be
configured for a platform to provide for the ability to dynamically route a moving device
to an appropriate server in a fully distributed manner.
For example, a first solution may involve identifying a service using a unique IP
version 6 (IPv6) address, but providing that the address is not directly visible from the
network (i.e., it is not the address of a physical or virtual interface). Consider various
conventions for the first solution in which:


Sx denotes a server hosting a service, denoted as 'SE';



::sx is the IPv6 address of the corresponding server;



::se is the IPv6 address of the requested service;



A server Sx can host more than one SE services (SEx, SEy, . . . );



::rx is the IPv6 address of a Segment-Routing (SR) capable Rx router;



D denotes an endpoint (device) wanting to access a service SE; and



::d is the IPv6 address of the requesting device.

Various assumptions for the first solution may include that router Rx is an SR capable
router, server Sx is an SR capable node, and endpoint device D is an SR capable node.
For the first solution, consider an example in which the endpoint device D desires
to access a service SE that is known by its IPv6 address, ::se. Further, consider that the
IPv6 address of D is ::d and a server S1 IPv6 address is ::s1.
The service SE can be delivered by server S1 but also by a server S2 in which both
S1 and S2 host different instances of the service SE. The destination address ::se (which
is also the first in the SR list) is the address of the service that the device wants to access.
The SR list that is used within a Segment Routing Header (SRH) may be (::se, ::s1) and ::d
may be the source address in the IP header of a packet.
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Various operations may be performed, including a first step in which the endpoint
device D tries to open a socket against ::se. To achieve this, the endpoint device D can
send an SR packet to the network in which the SR list contains the address of the server
from which the required service could be delivered.

Upon the packet reaching a

hypothetical first router R1, which has a route toward server S1 (a normal routing
operation), the first router R1 can send the packet to server S1.
For a second step, consider that the server S1 receives the packet. Since the server
S1 is SR capable, the server can open the packet and parse the SRH. Further, since the
server S1 is a server hosting services, the server knows that the last v6 IP address (@IP)
represents a service and can perform a lookup in its service table using the IP address. In
this case, consider that there is a match, meaning the service can be delivered form this
server. Thereafter, a synchronize (SYN) packet can then be transmitted to the service SE
(::se), which provides for appropriate delivery of the SYN to the appropriate destination.
For a third step, consider that the service SE sends back to the endpoint device D a
SYN acknowledgment (ACK) packet. For this packet, the SR list for the SRH of the SYN
ACK packet can be formatted as (::d, ::s1)::se, in which ::se is the source address in the IP
packet header. Upon the SYN ACK packet reaching the server S1, the server S1 can send
the packet back to the network through its interface and the SYN ACK packet can be
forwarded back to the router R1, which has a route toward ::d for the endpoint device D.
The SYN ACK packet can then be received by the endpoint device D, thus establishing a
transmission control protocol (TCP) connection between the device and the requested
service SE. At this point in time, consider that the first server S1 has been selected as the
server that will deliver the service SE.
For a second solution, consider that the mechanism described in the first solution
can be used by a "platform" to select the application instance (and thus the server hosting
it) such that the endpoint device will be connected to access the said service. The only
requirement in this case is that the platform gives the server S1 @IP (::s1) to the endpoint
device D as an out of band parameter so that the endpoint device can create the
corresponding SR list for the SRH.
For a third solution, consider that rerouting the endpoint device D from server S1
to server S2 merely involves the platform sending the new server address S2 to the endpoint
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device. Upon reception of the new S2 address (::s2), the endpoint device D can use the
current SR list to close the TCP session with the instance of the service SE hosted by the
server S1. In a second step, the endpoint device D can update the SR list now (:se, ::s2)::d
(::d still being the source address) and uses the new SR list to re-establish a new TCP
session with the instance of the service SE hosted by S2.
For a fourth solution, consider that the re-routing information, instead of coming
from "the platform" (via an out of band control mechanism), could actually be an in-band
distributed mechanism. For example, consider that endpoint device D constantly informs
S1 (the server it is currently connected to) of its geolocation position and assume that the
server S1 know the geolocation of other servers hosting the service SE (actually, an
instance of the service). As soon as the server S1 detects that endpoint device D within a
certain proximity (e.g., distance) to the server S2, the server S1 could add the server S2 in
the return SR list, which becomes (::d,::s1,::s2)::se (::se still being the source address).
A feature of this solution follows from the operation in which ::s2 is added by the
server SE in the return SR list but the current destination address is already ::s1. Since the
endpoint device D is SR capable, when it receives the packet, end endpoint device D will
detect that there is a new hop in the list and can use this information to switch between the
server S1 and the server S2. To achieve such an outcome, consider that the endpoint device
D can perform the following actions:


Endpoint device D saves ::s2 for future use;



Endpoint device D uses the current SR list (::se,::s1)::d to close the current
session with the instance of the service SE hosted by the server S1; and



D replaces ::s1 by ::s2 in the SR list.

Thereafter, the endpoint device D can use the new SR list to establish a new
connection with the instance of the service SE that is hosted by the server S2 as described
in the first solution.
For a fifth solution, consider that the platform could send a list of candidate servers
to the endpoint device as (Sx, Sy, . . .). Thereafter, the device can select a server from this
list based on application logic configured for the endpoint device. For instance, such
selection could be driven by considerations such as nature of the network connection
between the device and the different servers from the list (e.g., 5G, LTE, Wi-Fi, etc.)
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In summary, this proposal provides various solutions in which full control can be
configured for a platform to provide for the ability to dynamically route a moving device
to an appropriate server in a fully distributed manner. Advantageously, the SR list of the
various solutions described herein does not contain a list of candidate servers but instead
can be used to transparently re-route an application running on an endpoint device to a new
server, which will implicitly accept the incoming request. In other words, the solutions of
this proposal could be compared to a system in which a requested service could be
identified by an anycast @IP, yet an actual host for the requested service can be selected
utilizing techniques as discussed herein rather than be selected by a network.
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